MRT20™
Reel Trolley

General description

The Matti Orion range of reel trolleys are simple devices which allows an easy and secure method of moving large heavy paper reels from one location to another. Subject to specifications, reels can be loaded from the floor or from pallets. There are even narrow units designed to cater for roll stands, which have limited access.

Ideal for use in applications where reels of stock arrive on a pallet and then need to be moved and loaded into an unwinder and visa versa where reels need to be unloaded from a rewinder and then loaded back onto a pallet for shipping.
Main Features

- Simple to use.
- Facilitates quick reel changes.
- Fully mobile.
- Braked wheels
- High volume reels can be moved around a factory safely.

Optional Features

- Reel strap for narrow reels.
- Narrow version for use with unwinders that only accept 18” wide reels.
- Hard and soft wheels for different floor types.

Benefits

- Allows heavy reels to be simply pushed to their next processes.
- Two wheels are lockable.
- The two wheels at the rear can swivel 360 degrees allowing the trolley to be maneuvered in tight spaces.
- Reduces operator need to handle large heavy reels of stock

Standard Features

- Lockable wheels.
- Positive control handle.
- Can accept reels up to 20.5 inches wide
- Can hold reels up to 600 kgs

Technical Specifications

- Maximum Reel Dia
- Maximum Reel Width
- Maximum Reel Weight
  
  Up to 1320mm )
  520mm (20.5”)
  600kg

Versions

Model MRT20/H
Reel Trolley Ideal for unloading directly off a pallet.

Model MRT20/L
Reel Trolley Ideal for unloading directly off the floor.